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Abstract 
Monitoring is an essential process to observe and improve the reliability and 
the performance of large-scale distributed multimedia (LDM) systems. Mon
itoring events generated by LDM systems is necessary for observing the run
time behavior of LDM systems and providing status information required for 
managing such applications. However, correlated events are generated con
currently and could be distributed in various locations in the applications en
vironment. Furthermore, different media streams in LDM systems may have 
different management requirements that must be considered in the monitoring 
architecture. In this paper, we present a scalable high-performance monitoring 
architecture for LDM systems using a hierarchical event filtering mechanism 
to detect and classify interesting local and global events and perform the 
appropriate action specified with this event or disseminate the monitoring 
information to the corresponding end-points management applications. We 
also describe how this monitoring architecture improves the reliability and 
the performance of an interactive multimedia distance learning system via 
supporting fault recovery and performance tuning applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As the Internet and Intranets technology advances, the demands of large-scale 
distributed multimedia (LDM) systems increases. Examples of LDM systems 
include large-scale collaborative distance learning, video conferencing and in
teractive groupware editing. LDM systems involve a large number of users 
or application entities which are geographically dispersed over interconnected 
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LANs (i.e. Intranets) or over WAN (i.e. Internet). Due to the distributed 
nature and the large number of interactions (by participants or application 
entities) in LDM system, reliability and performance of such applications be
come critical issues. Monitoring LDM systems is an effective means to observe 
applications at run-time and provide feedback information to the system de
velopers and system managers in order to to improve reliability, robustness 
and performance. However, in LDM systems, monitoring is a complex task 
because correlated events that reveal the run-time status of the system can 
be concurrent and distributed in the application environment. So the moni
toring architecture is not only to detect and collect events generated by LDM 
systems but it also has to check for any interesting correlated events (global 
events) that may occur in the system. 

Moreover, in some LDM systems, different multimedia streams have differ
ent management requirements such as the importance of such stream and the 
tolerance of delay incurred in the management operations. For example, in 
the interactive multimedia distance learning system (IRI) (Maly et al. 1997), 
multiple streams (many audio channels, four video streams and one text data 
stream) are active simultaneously. However, the audio of the teacher is more 
important than his image. Furthermore, the video of the teacher or the indi
vidual students is more important than the video of the entire classroom at 
any given time. Therefore, monitoring multimedia service components (e.g. 
audio and video components) based on the events' priority is an important 
service for managing LDM systems. 

The primary feature of our work is integrating a hierarchical event filtering 
in the monitoring architecture which significantly increases the scalability and 
the performance of the monitoring process and reduces the intrusiveness (pro
cessing and communication overhead) of the monitoring system. The moni
toring system is dynamic since the monitoring demands can be added, deleted 
and modified at run-time with no interference with the running application. 
A survey and evaluation of the related work in monitoring and event filtering 
are in (Al-Shaer et al. 1997) and (Al-Shaer 1997), respectively. In this paper, 
we present and motivate our design of a scalable, high-performance, dynamic 
and non-intrusive monitoring architecture for LDM systems. We also show, 
as a case study, how the monitoring system improves the reliability and per
formance of IRI application which is a LDM system used in distance learning. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains our monitoring model; 
Section 3 describes the monitoring system architecture and the monitoring 
process; Section 4 shows some monitoring applications (fault recovery and 
performance tuning) in the IRI system which is an interactive multimedia 
system; and Section 5 presents the concluding remarks. 
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<Event> ::= EVENT = <EvenLBody>. 
<EvenLBody> ::= <Prim..Event> I <Comp..Event> 
<Prim..Event> ::= { <Fix_Att> ; <Var_Att>} <EvenLName> 
<Comp..Event> ::= ( <Prim..Event> <Event_Rel> <Comp..Event> ) I 

( <Prim..Event> <Event_Rel> <Prim..Event> ) 
<Fix_Att> ::= Module_Name =<String>, 

Ftmc_Name =<String>, 
Immediate I Delayed 

<Var_Att> ::=<Attribute> , <Var_Att> I <Attribute> 
<Attribute> ::= <AtLName> <Relation> <Value> 
<EvenLRel> ::= 1\ I V I ~ 
<Relation> ::= < I > I = I of. I ::; I ?: 
<Value> ::= <Number> I <String> 
<EvenLName> ::= <Att_Name> ::= <String> 

Table 1 BNF of the Event Specification in HESL 

2 MONITORING MODEL 

In our monitoring model, the monitored objects can be viewed as event pro
ducers which continuously emit events that express the execution status. On 
the other hand, the monitoring objects (human or software programs) are 
called event consumers since they receive and process (e.g. visualization) the 
forwarded monitoring information. An event is an interesting occurrence in 
the event producers represented as a notification message that contains all in
formation required to classify this event. An event is called a primitive event 
if it represents a single notification message in the system. An event that 
depends on more than one notification is called a composite event. The con
sumers express their monitoring demands by sending a filter program which 
contains information about their monitoring requests.This is called the sub
scription process. The monitoring system receives the monitoring demands 
and configures its components accordingly. Therefore, our monitoring is an 
event-demand-driven model. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the formal definition 
of event and filter according to the High-level Event specification Language 
(HESL) and the High-level Filter specification Language (HESL), respectively. 

Our main work objective is to design and implement an efficient architec
ture for monitoring primitive and composite events of large-scale distributed 
multimedia systems to support reactive control services such as automatic fault 
recovery and performance tuning. This represents our objective as well as our 
approach to monitoring LDM systems. In other words, as an implication of 
our abstraction model, we monitor LDM application through detecting events 
(primitive or composite) that occur during the execution which encapsulate 
the program run-time behavior. This model has the following advantages over 
the query-based or time-driven (Marzullo et al. 1991) monitoring approach: (1) 
it enables the consumers (e.g. managers) to control granularity of the mon-
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<Filter> ::::: FILTER = <Filter Body> 
<Filter Body> ::== [<Event Expr>]; [<Filter Expr>J; [<Action>]; 

<Filter Name>. 
<Event Expr> ::== ( <Event_Name> <Event_Rel> <Event Expr> ) 

I <Event_Name> 
<Filter Expr> ::== ( <Predicate> <Filter_Op> <Filter Expr> ) 

I <Predicate> 
<Predicate> ::== ( <Pred...Att> <Relation> <Pred...Att> ) 

I ( <Pred...Att> <Relation> <Value> ) 
<Pred...Att> ::== <Event_Name>.<Att_Name>, 
<Filter_Op> ::== <Event-Rei> 
<Action>::== <Path Name> <Program Name> I FORWARD 
<Filter Name> ::== <Program Name> ::== <String> 
<Path Name> ::== <String> I <Path Name> I <String> I 

Table 2 BNF of the Filter Specification in HFSL 

itoring process by limiting the monitoring operations on observing specific 
system components and/or interesting events, (2) provides a faster response 
to applications problems such as performance or reliability problems since the 
reaction can be instantaneous. Consumers can express their monitoring de
mands through the subscription process and the monitoring information will 
be forwarded based on their requests. This has the advantage of relieving the 
consumers from receiving and processing a large volume of monitoring data 
as it is the case in trace-collecting approach (R. Hofmann et al. 1994) which 
may overwhelm the consumers as well as the network links. 

3 MONITORING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In this section, we will discuss the design architecture of our monitoring sys
tem and its interaction in the system environment. We also describe the overall 
monitoring process by explaining the monitoring steps and the related moni
toring component. 

3.1 Hierarchical Monitoring Architecture 

In our monitoring architecture, the task of detecting primitive and composite 
events is distributed among dedicated monitoring processes called monitor
ing agents (MA). MA is an application-level monitoring program that runs 
independently of other applications in the system and communicates with 
the outside world (including the producers and the consumers) via exchang
ing messages (message-passing). There are two types of MA: local monitoring 
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agents (LMA}, and domain monitoring agents (DMA}. The former is respon
sible of detection primitive events generated by local applications in the same 
machine while the later is responsible of detecting composite events which are 
beyond the scope of LMAs. Every group of LMAs is attached to one DMAs 
or more*. The LMAs may notify its conducting DMA when an interesting 
primitive event is detected. The LMAs, if necessary, can also notify a group 
of DMAs when certain events have been detected. The DMAs collect infor
mation from their local LMAs and check for any match of a composite event 
in their domains. If a subscribed event is detected, the DMA forwards this 
event to the corresponding consumer or performs the action specified in the 
subscription request (i.e. filter). Otherwise, the DMA notifies its containing 
DMA with the detected composite events which may have more knowledge 
of global events occurring in the system. This hierarchical communication (or 
notification) continues until the event is detected or rejected. 

To increase the monitoring efficiency and minimize the network traffic, we 
allocate an LMA for each application entity (i.e. group of processes) in the 
LDM environment (see Figure 2) and a DMA for each group of LMAs that 
are in the same geographical area (see Figure 2). 
The distributed hierarchical monitoring (or filtering) architecture has the fol
lowing advantages over centralized (monitoring is performed in one location) 
and decentralized (monitoring is performed in the consumer end) architec
tures: (1) it improves the performance significantly since the monitoring load 
can be distributed among MAs which alleviates performance bottlenecks, (2) 
it scales well with the increase of producers, consumers and generated events, 
(3) this monitoring architecture avoids single-point of failure, and (4) it re
duces the amount of event flow as events filtering are localized in the area 
from which they are originated. 

3.2 Monitoring Process 

In this section, we will look more closely at the general architecture of the 
monitoring process. Figure 1 describes the steps of the monitoring process 
which starts by a consumer (manager) who issues a subscription by sending 
a filter program that describes the monitoring request to the local MA. Then, 
the filter program parser reads and parses the filter program to validate its 
syntax using the event specifications which constitutes the valid format of all 
possible events. 
The filter program parser produces an intermediate filter format which can 
be subsequently used by the filter distributor to allocate and distribute the 
monitoring/filtering responsibility among MAs. In other words, the validated 
filter program is decomposed into subfilters (e.g. F1, .. ,Fn) such that each one 
represents a primitive event. Then, each decomposed subfilter is assigned to 

*More than one DMA may be used for fault tolerance or load balancing purposes 
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d d --···· 0 
Figure 1 Monitoring Process 

one or more LMAs based on the environment specifications which maps the 
events to their physical location. The filter distributor also determines the 
proper DMAs needed to evaluate the filter expression and thereby detect the 
composite event specified in the original filter. The process of parsing, de
composing and allocating the filter program is called filter processing which is 
performed by the subscription component of the monitoring system (Al-Shaer 
et al. 1997). The dissemination protocol then sends each subfilter component 
(e.g. F1, .. , Fn in the figure) to its assigned MA. 

The MAs receives the delegated monitoring tasks (subfilters) (Goldszmidt 
et al. 1991) and configure itself accordingly by inserting this subfilter in its fil
tering internal representation (Al-Shaer 1997) such as the direct acyclic graph 
(DAG) (Bailey et al. 1994) or Petri Nets (PN) (Gatziu et al. 1994). The LMAs 
and DMAs (in the monitoring agent network) work cooperatively and col
laboratively for monitoring the target application based on the subscription 
requests. If the interesting events are detected, then monitoring information 
are sent to a collector which is a process in the monitoring application (e.g. 
reactive control application) that collects and analyzes the monitoring infor
mation. 

4 CASE STUDY: MONITORING IRI MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 

The Interactive Remote Instruction (IRI*) is a collaborative distributed multi
media system that has been developed at Old Dominion University to support 

*See IRI home page at http://llllll.cs.odu.edu/"tele/iri/. 
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Figure 2 Monitoring IRI Virtual Classroom 

distance learning (Maly et al. 1997). The major software components of IRI 
are Session Control (SC) and Reliable Multicast Service (RMS) which are 
used for resource management and group communication, respectively. IRI 
provides full interaction via its Audio, Video, Presentation Tool (PT) and 
Tool Sharing Engine (TSE) components. Monitoring IRI components at run
time is essential to provide feedback information on IRI behavior which is 
required to improve the reliability and the performance of IRI virtual class
room. The IRI virtual classroom includes all classrooms that are participating 
simultaneously in one IRI session. In order to monitor IRI system, IRI com
ponents (such as RMS, SC, Audio and Video) are, first, instrumented such 
that all errors, warnings or important status information messages that are 
usually sent to the standard output are passed to the Event Reporting Stub 
(ERS) (Al-Shaer et al. 1997) of monitoring system which constructs the ap
propriate event notifications based on IRI event specifications and sends them 
to its LMA. IRI events types and specifications are defined by the develop
ers using the HESL (Al-Shaer et al. 1997). Based on our monitoring model 
terminology (see Section 2), the IR!Mo,nager program is an event consumer 
since it is used by IRI administrators to monitor IRI system at run-time. 
Also, IRI tools (such as Audio, Video, PT and TSE) are event producers 
since they emit events during their execution. As shown in Figure 2, a LMA 
is assigned for each student's workstation in IRI virtual classroom. The IRI 
tools send the events and IRIManagers send filters to the LMA via UNIX 
Sockets (Stevens 1996) . A DMA is assigned for each site or class room in IRI 
environment. The MAs may also exchange the domain information using a 
Reliable Multicast Protocol (RMP) in order to detect any composite event in 
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the virtual classroom. Therefore, two-level monitoring hierarchy is found to 
be sufficient in IRI environment (see Figure 2). In this section, we will present 
some of the monitoring applications in IRI which significantly increase the 
reliability and the performance of the IRI system. 

4.1 Fault Recovery in IRI Virtual Classroom 

Providing a fault detection and recovery mechanism is essential to improve 
reliability and robustness of an interactive multimedia system such as IRI. 
In (Al-Shaer et al. 1997), we discussed many types and sources of failures 
that could occur during IRI execution and reduce the quality of service in 
IRI virtual classroom. The monitoring system is essential to support fault re
covery in IRI environment since the manual/human observation of the events 
(errors and warnings) is infeasible because of the geographical distribution of 
IRI components and the large volume of events generated at run-time. The 
monitoring system is also necessary to provide an automatic fault recovery 
mechanism which has a faster response than manual recovery. Here, we will 
briefly describe the fault recovery mechanism provided by the monitoring ar
chitecture to improve reliability and robustness of the IRI system. 

4.2 Automatic Fault Recovery 

The automated fault recovery mechanism is supported to initiate the proper 
recovery procedure immediately and transparently to users or IRIManagers 
when faults are detected. To use this mode of recovery, IRIManagers or devel
opers have to, first, develop the action program that would be executed when 
a specific error event is detected. Secondly, IRIManagers have to attach this 
action to specific events in the HESL by specifying the action program name 
(path name and file name). Since IRI failure events (errors and warnings) are 
already specified, IRI developers or IRIManagers have only to determine and 
develop the recovery actions and attach them to the failure events. When the 
monitoring system detects faults events in IRI, it initiates the corresponding 
recovery procedures by performing fork and exec of such action programs. 

The automatic recovery may take place in any local machine independently. 
However, this may not be sufficient because sometimes the recovery procedure 
must be initiated and coordinated in the entire virtual classroom in order to 
restore from this failure correctly. The former recovery is called local fault 
recovery while the later one is called global fault recovery. As an example of 
the local recovery in IRI is the automatic restart of crashed components (Au
dio, Video and Presentation Tool) which is performed in the local machines 
independently of other entities or machines in the virtual classroom. When a 
LMA detects a component's crash by receiving a UNIX SigPipe signal or a 
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notification from SC, the LMA restarts the IRI component automatically by 
executing the corresponding local recovery procedure (Al-Shaer et al. 1997). 
As a result, a notification of the failure and the recovery result is sent to the 
teacher. However, this the local recovery is not sufficient for other IRI compo
nents such as TSE. Restarting a TSE entity independently of the other TSE 
entities will cause inconsistency in the system since there is no support of 
late comers in the TSE component. Therefore, a global recovery that restarts 
TSE components in the entire virtual classroom is used to resolve this kind 
of failure (Al-Shaer et al. 1997). 

4.3 Manual Fault Recovery 

Manual fault recovery is important for failures that require human intelligence 
and experience. The manual recovery is used when the action is forwarding 
(FORWARD in HFSL) the monitoring information to IRIManagers. The moni
toring system enables IRIManagers (or developers) to collect and observe IRI 
run-time failures (errors and warnings events) that occur at different places in 
the virtual classroom from one central location. More effectively, IRIManagers 
have the capability to focus and control the granularity of monitoring demands 
based on many parameters such as machine name, component name, module 
name, event type and event priority. For example, the IRIManager may desire 
to monitor only the events of type "Major Error" in the virtual classroom. 
Another example, the IRIManager may request to monitor only the failure 
events of the Audio component of the teacher machine. Collecting, suppress
ing and forwarding the failure information such as error events to a central 
point is significantly useful for generating global software traces and for re
covering such failures manually by IRIManagers (e.g. rsh to remote machines 
and fix the problem). 

IRI developers can specify different priorities for errors and warnings, so 
that failure events are processed based on their priorities which is an im
portant criteria for managing multimedia services. For example, in IRI, the 
audio service is always more important than other services such as the video 
service. The monitoring architecture provides priority based monitoring via 
supporting priority-based queuing, dispatching and filtering of events during 
the monitoring operations (Al-Shaer et al. 1997). 

4.4 Performance Tuning Application 

One of the major goals of using the monitoring system in IRI is to collect 
some statistics on the system performance at run-time. The RMS and SC 
components use this information to tune its control parameters accordingly, 
and improve IRI performance at run-time. This adaptation mechanism is es-
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sential to dynamically improve the QoS (Youssef et al. 1997) in interactive 
multimedia applications such as IRI. 

One of the problems that we have experienced is the effect of slow members 
or machines in reliable multicast communication. The slow machines would 
slow down the communication of the entire group since the sender transmission 
will eventually be adapted to the speed of the slowest receiver even though 
the other group members are capable to handle much more transmission rate. 

In order to discover the slow members, the monitoring system periodically 
provides the RMS of the sender with feedback information about the packet 
drop rate of each receiver in the past transmission period. In IRI, this period 
is set to be every 512K bytes. The drop rate information is collected from 
each receiver via its LMA and then combined and propagated in hierarchical 
fashion to the RMS in the sender. Then, the RMS in the sender machine uses 
this information to discover the slow members and take the desired actions 
(Al-Shaer et al. 1997). It is important to notice that this information (i.e. 
slow members) can not be derived from the control packets such as NACK 
because RMS uses a randomized NACK mechanism as described in (Floyd 
et al. 1995). Another example of this monitoring application is the dynamic 
inter-stream adaptation mechanism proposed in (Youssef et al. 1997). 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper motivates and describes our research which is being conducted 
in the Computer Science Department at Old Dominion University to design 
and develop a scalable high-performance monitoring architecture for manag
ing large-scale distributed multimedia (LDM) systems. The monitoring sys
tem has been designed and implemented to meet the major criteria of LDM 
systems which are involving a large number of interactions (i.e. events) and 
participants, covering a wide geographical areas and handling services of dif
ferent priorities. 

One of the major criteria of our architecture is employing a hierarchical 
event filtering mechanism to classify and detect the interesting primitive or 
composite events. This architecture distributes the monitoring load among 
the monitoring agents which alleviates any performance bottleneck and re
duces the monitoring intrusiveness by limiting the detection mechanism and 
the events propagation in the event producers areas. As shown in the paper, 
the monitoring architecture is scalable with the number of event producers 
and consumers. The event classification technique is performed based on the 
events priorities to satisfy the requirement of multimedia services. The mon
itoring system also supports a dynamic subscription where event consumers 
can add, delete and change their monitoring requests (subscriptions) at run
time. We also show, how the monitoring system improves the reliability and 
performance of large-scale distributed multimedia system (called IRI) via sup
porting fault recovery and performance tuning services. 
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The monitoring system is still a prototype and there are many open research 
issues exist in our work plan. The first class of such issues are optimizing 
the monitoring by supporting an efficient filter composition, controlling the 
space requirement and providing a dynamic allocation and distribution for the 
monitoring agents. The second class of research issues are supporting event 
ordering and extending the monitoring model to support other applications 
such as debugging, and increasing the expressiveness power of the HESL and 
the HFSL (e.g. by adding more operators in the language). 
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